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The physical-chemical properties of several 1,3-dithiafulvene (DTF) derivatives having a donor and
acceptor group in the molecule were studied. The synthesis of these compounds produces selectively the
E isomer, but when the compound is dissolved in CHCl3 isomerization to the Z isomer takes place with
a rate that depends on the substituents. The interconversion rate is slow on the NMR time scale; therefore,
two separated signals are observed, and they are used to measure the rate constant of isomerization. The
equilibrium constant is, in all cases, very close to 1, and this is coincident with the fact that theoretical
calculations of the energy of the two isomers in the gas phase differ by less than 0.1 kcal/mol. The
isomerization reaction is completely reversible, and the E isomer can be obtained in pure form by selective
crystallization. The derivatives with thioalkyl groups have a strong tendency to aggregate in CDCl3. The
formation of the aggregates is evidenced from the changes in 1D 1H NMR and DOSY spectra as a
function of concentration. The compounds are highly delocalized, and this is reflected by the low activation
energy for the isomerization.

Introduction

Smart materials are in demand for applications ranging from
the development of electronic devices1 to drug delivery.2 By
definition, smart materials respond in a qualitatively different
way to different stimuli; nonlinearity is the qualifying property
for functional behavior. Delocalized electrons are an obvious
source of nonlinearity, and materials based on π-conjugated
molecules or polymers combine promising properties with the
flexibility of organic synthesis. Materials made up of large
π-conjugated molecules are of interest for nonlinear optics
(NLO) applications (NLO-phores). Nonlinear functional behav-
ior is, in these materials, a consequence of the large electronic
delocalization within each NLO-phore, related to the presence
of a large π-conjugated backbone.3

The dithiafulvene unit (1,3-dithiole-2-ylidene group) is a good
electron donor currently used in the design and synthesis of
new organic materials, especially in the search for extended
tetrathiafulvalene derivatives.4,5 The design of hybrid extended
tetrathiafulvalene oligomers, in which a conjugated p-quin-
odimethane6 or vinylogous7 spacer separates two or more
dithiafulvene units or incorporates some metal-dithiolate fused
units,8 is an emerging and important area of investigation with
exciting prospects which has already afforded materials with a
large variety of electronic properties and structural flexibility

(1) Vogel, E. M. Nat. Nanotechnol. 2007, 2, 25.
(2) Sahoo, S. K.; Parveen, S.; Panda, J. J. Nanomedicine 2007, 3, 20.

(3) Terenziani, F.; D’Avino, G.; A. Painelli, A. Chem. Phys. Chem. 2007, 8,
2433.

(4) For review, see: (a) Frère, P.; Skabara, P. J. Chem. Soc. ReV. 2005, 34,
69. For several examples, see: (b) Bendikov, M.; Wudl, F.; Perepichka, D. F.
Chem. ReV 2004, 104, 4891. (c) Gopee, H.; Petersen, B. M.; Bond, A. D.;
Jeppesen, J. O. Chem. Commun. 2007, 4110. (d) Nguyen, T. D.; Stoddart, J. F.;
Zink, J. I. AdV. Funct. Mater. 2007, 17, 685.

(5) Gopee, H.; Petersen, B. M.; Bond, A. D.; Jeppesen, J. O. Chem. Commun.
2007, 4110.
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for specific applications.4,8b The dithiafulvene unit is also found
as part of push-pull donor-acceptor dyads and cruciforms with
unprecedented nonlinear optical and redox-controlled charac-
teristics.9 The NLO properties of these materials are derived
from the electronic delocalization through and extended con-
jugation in a molecule containing strong donor and acceptor
groups. The electrostatic interactions between the different
chromophores affect the properties of the material resulting in
effects that are cooperative or nonadditive. Another important
factor is the interaction of the molecule with the solvent since
hyperpolarizable material like the NLO-phores rearranges their
electronic distribution in response to the local environment and
the NLO properties can be magnified or eliminated. Several
groups have initiated programs to engineer functional materials
for electronic devices by proper control of the packing of
π-conjugated molecules by noncovalent interactions.10,11

Self-assembly of organic π-conjugated systems in solution
can be widely utilized to construct unique, complex supramo-
lecular structures.12 Thus, π-conjugated molecules with either
electron-withdrawing groups or large π-circles and disks self-
aggregate in solution by π-π stacking interactions and solvo-
phobic effects.13 On the other hand, solid-state and surface
organization of π-conjugated molecules is frequently applied
to molecular electronics.14 To control one-, two-, or three-
dimensional arrangement of the molecule in the solid state,
preaggregation of conjugated π-systems plays an important part.

Recently, tetrathiafulvalene-containing (TTF) oligomers, poly-
mers, and dendrimers have been synthesized to investigate
redox-active supramolecular structures.15 In particular, conju-
gated TTF oligomers are regarded as candidates for building
blocks of supramolecular systems because of their unique
electronic properties at neutral, radical cationic, and polycationic

states.16 Vapor pressure osmometric (VPO) measurements of
1,3,5-tris(tetrathiafulvalenylethynyl) benzene derivatives in chlo-
roform revealed that they self-associate to form higher ag-
gregates than dimers.17,18

Highly dipolar molecules are excellent candidates on which
to base the design of organic electro-optic materials/devices.19

We have synthesized a series of 1,3-dithiafulvenes (DTF)
1a-f,20 which have a donor and acceptor group in the same
molecule and a high sulfur content. They are promising as
candidates for nonlinear optic materials (NLO-phores).21 It was
reported that there is a close relationship between the structure
of the materials and their capacity to produce phenomena of
NLO as monomer, aggregates, or solid material. We report here
that compounds 1a-f dissolved in CHCl3 isomerize at room
temperature to an equilibrium mixture of the E and Z isomers
in a process that is fully reversible and also that the compounds
form aggregates in the same solvent.

Results and Discussion

General Features. The DTF compounds were obtained
according to the published20 methodology through the asyn-
chronic cycloaddition [3 + 2] between 3H-1,2-dithiol-3-thione
and alkynyl Fischer carbene complexes. The metal-free DTF
derivatives were obtained by treating the sample with neutral
alumina. Most of the compounds are orange and stable crystal-
line solids when exposed to normal laboratory conditions. They
are very soluble in ether, acetone, chloroform, ethyl acetate,
dichloromethane, and dioxane but are sparingly soluble in water
and acetonitrile. They have two isomers, the E and Z (eq 1),
but the E isomer crystallizes selectively from hexane/dichlo-
romethane mixture (70/30).

When the E isomer is dissolved in CHCl3 or CDCl3, it
spontaneously isomerizes at room temperature to the Z isomer
to reach an equilibrium mixture of approximately 1:1 content
of each one (see below).

Since the isomerization rate is slow on the time scale of the
NMR, i.e., the ∆δ is larger than the rate of the isomerization
reaction, the two isomers gave separated signals (Figure 1).

The vinylic hydrogen of the E isomer presents a long-range
coupling (J ) 1.25 Hz for 1b, R ) butylthio) with the hydrogen
of the heterocyclic ring, which is not present in the Z isomer.
This coupling was corroborated by homonuclear proton-decou-
pling experiments. The observation of this long-range coupling
gave information about the electronic structure of the molecule
since spin-spin interactions through more than three bonds can
take place only when there is a certain disposition of the bonds
and nucleus. It is known that this long-range coupling (five

(6) (a) Christensen, C. A.; Batsanov, A. S.; Bryce, M. R. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2006, 128, 10484. (b) Dı́az, M. C.; Illescas, B. M.; Martı́n, N.; Perepichka, I. F.;
Bryce, M. R.; Levillain, E.; Viruela, R.; Ortý, E. Chem.sEur. J 2006, 12, 2709.
(c) Christensen, C. A.; Batsanov, A. S.; Bryce, M. R. J. Org. Chem. 2007, 72,
1301.

(7) Selected examples: (a) Guerro, M.; Carlier, R.; Boubekeur, K.; Lorcy,
D.; Hapiot, P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 3159. (b) Lorcy, D.; Guerro, M.;
Pellon, P.; Carlier, R. Chem. Commun 2004, 212. (c) Massue, J.; Bellec, N.;
Guerro, M.; Bergamini, J.-F.; Hapiot, P.; Lorcy, D. J. Org. Chem. 2007, 72,
4655.

(8) (a) Fujiwara, E.; Yamamoto, K.; Shimamura, M.; Zhou, B.; Kobayashi,
A.; Takahashi, K.; Okano, Y.; Cui, H.; Kobayashi, H. Chem. Mater. 2007, 19,
553. (b) Kobayashi, A.; Fujiwara, E.; Kobayashi, H. Chem. ReV. 2004, 104,
5243.

(9) Selected examples: (a) Nielsen, M. B.; Petersen, J. C.; Thorup, N.; Jessing,
M.; Andersson, A. S.; Jepsen, A. S.; Gisselbrecht, J.-P.; Boudon, C.; Gross, M.
J. Mater. Chem. 2005, 15, 2599. (b) Andreu, R.; Aramburo, J.; Cerdán, M. A.;
Garı́n, J.; Orduña, J.; Villacampa, B. Tetrahedron Lett. 2006, 47, 661. (c)
Sørensen, J. K.; Vestergaard, M.; Kadziola, A.; Kilsa, K.; Nielsen, M. B. Org.
Lett. 2006, 8, 1173.

(10) (a) Percec, V.; Glodde, M.; Bera, T. K.; Miura, Y.; Shiyanovskaya, I.;
Singer, K. D.; Balagurusamy, V. S. K.; Heiney, P. A.; Schnell, I.; Rapp, A.;
Spiess, H.-W.; Hudson, S. D.; Duan, H. Nature 2002, 417, 384. (b) Hill, J. P.;
Jin, W.; Kosaka, A.; Fukushima, T.; Ichihara, H.; Shimomura, T.; Ito, K.;
Hashizume, T.; Ishii, N.; Aida, T. Science 2004, 304, 1481. (c) Schenning,
A. P. H. J.; Meijer, E. W. Chem. Commun. 2005, 3245.

(11) (a) Adam, D.; Schumacher, P.; Simmerer, J.; Häusling, L.; Siemensm-
eyer, K.; Etzbach, K. H.; Ringsdorf, H.; Harrer, D. Nature 1994, 371, 141. (b)
Wu, J.; Watson, M. D.; Zhang, L.; Wang, Z.; Müllen, K. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2004, 126, 177. (c) Engelkamp, H.; Middlebeek, S.; Nolte, R. J. M. Science
1999, 284, 785.

(12) (a) Zhao, D.; Moore, J. S. Chem. Commun. 2003, 807. (b) Yamaguchi,
Y.; Yoshida, Z. Chem.sEur. J. 2003, 9, 5430. (c) Grave, C.; Schlũter, A. D.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2002, 3075. (d) van Nostrum, C. F. AdV. Mater. 1996, 8,
1027.

(13) Hoeben, F. J.; Jonkheijm, P.; Meijer, E. W.; Schenning, A. P. H. J.
Chem. ReV. 2005, 105, 1491.

(14) (a) Molecular Switches; Feringa, B. L., Ed.; Wiley-VCH: Weinheim,
Germany, 2001. (b) Molecular DeVices and Machines; Balzani, V., Venturi, M.,
Credi, A., Eds.; Wiley-VCH: Weinheim, Germany, 2003.
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bonds) is maximal when there is a zigzag type of configuration
among the bonding atoms.22 The planar structure of the
compounds was demonstrated by X-ray analysis of the single-
crystal structures of DTF 1a and 1c, which show the planar
structure of the molecule consistent with an important electronic
delocalization.20 The eclipsed configuration of the exocyclic S
and the S(1) atom of the dithiole ring may suggest a binding
interaction like that existing in trithiapenthalenes derivatives.23

In fact, the distance between the two sulfur atoms of ∼2.95 Å
is well below the van der Waals distance (3.7 Å),24 consistent
with the presence of some type of weak interaction between
the two sulfur atoms.

It is important to remark that the isomerization process is
totally reversible since from the mixture of E-Z isomers after
equilibration, the E isomer can be recovered completely pure
with controlled evaporation of the solvent in the case of the
alkylthio derivatives 1b-d. For the compounds with R ) methyl
or arylthio (1a, 1e, and 1f), the recrystallization of the pure E
isomer requires more specific conditions (see the Experimental
Section). The reversibility of the process has great significance
considering its importance in microscopic processes as men-
tioned in the Introduction.

Self-Aggregation. When we set out to measure the kinetics
of the isomerization process, we found that the concentration
vs time curves did not show the clean monoexponential behavior
expected for a first-order process.25 In addition, the data obtained

with 1b at different temperatures (27, 32, and 37 °C) gave an
estimated activation energy of 30-40 kcal/mol that was
completely inconsistent with the fact that the isomerization
process takes place at room temperature in a period of time of
approximately 240 min.

In order to determine whether the compounds might be
aggregated in solution, we perform 1H NMR spectra of solutions
of 1d (R ) dodecylthio) at different concentrations within 2.23
and 138 mM. As can be seen in Figure 2, there is a noticeable
change in the spectrum with concentration. In the aromatic
region, there is a significant signal broadening and a slight shift
of the signal to higher field. In addition, the heterocyclic
hydrogen also broadens and moves from 7.64 to 7.61 ppm as
the concentration increases from 2.25 to 138 mM. It is known
that in systems where monomer and aggregates exchange at a
high rate on the NMR time scale, the two signals coalesces into
one broad signal.26-28

The observed NMR signal in a system containing monomer
and aggregates can be expressed by eq 2,26 where δobs, δmon,
and δagg are the observed chemical shift, the value corresponding
to the monomer, and the value corresponding to the compound
aggregated, respectively. cT is the total concentration of the
compound and cmon the monomer concentration.

δobs ) (cmon ⁄ CT)(δmon - δagg)+ δagg (2)

The observed value of δ was plotted vs the reciprocal of the
concentration (Figure 3), and from this plot we can conclude
that the compound is aggregated at concentrations higher than
13 mM.

(15) (a) Iyoda, M.; Hasegawa, M.; Miyake, Y. Chem. ReV. 2004, 104, 5085.
(b) Segura, J. L.; Martı́n, N. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed 2001, 40, 1372-. (c) Bryce,
M. R. J. Mater. Chem. 2000, 10, 589. (d) Nielsen, M. B.; Lomholt, C.; Becher,
J. Chem. Soc. ReV. 2000, 29, 153.

(16) (a) Hasegawa, M.; Takano, J.; Enozawa, H.; Kuwatani, Y.; Iyoda, M.
Tetrahedron Lett. 2004, 45, 4109. (b) González, A.; Segura, J. L.; Martı́n, N.
Tetrahedron Lett. 2000, 41, 3083.

(17) Hasegawa, M.; Enozawa, H.; Kawabata, Y.; Iyoda, M. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2007, 129, 3072.

(18) Ref 17a.
(19) (a) Szablewski, M.; Thomas, P. R.; Thornton, A.; Bloor, D.; Cross, G. H.;

Cole, J. M.; Howard, J. A. K.; Malagoti, M.; Meyers, F.; Brédas, J.-L.;
Wenseleers, W.; Goovaerts, E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1997, 119, 3144. (b) Cross,
G. H.; Hackman, N. A.; Thomas, P. R.; Szablewski, M.; Palsson, L. O.; Bloor,
D. Opt. Mater. 2002, 21, 29. (c) Wyss, C.; Smith, G. J.; Woolhouse, A. D.;
Kay, A. J.; Wadsworth, W.; McKinnie, I.; Haskell, T. J. Opt. Mater. 2001, 16,
341.

(20) Granados, A. M.; Fracaroli, A. M.; de Rossi, R. H.; Fuertes, P.; Torroba,
T. Chem. Commun. 2008, 483.

(21) Katz, H. E.; Singer, K. D.; Shohn, J. E.; Dirk, C. W.; King, L. A.;
Gordon, H. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1987, 109, 6561.

(22) Constantino, M. G., Jr.; da Silva, G. V. J.; Tasic, L.; Rittner, R. J. Mol.
Struct. 2001, 597, 129.

(23) Bjernemose, J. K.; Frandsen, E.; Jensen, F.; Th. Pedersen, C. Tetrahedron
2003, 59, 10255, and references cited therein.

(24) Van den Hende, J. H.; Klinsberg, E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1966, 88, 5045.
(25) The rate constant was measured in solutions where the solvent was added

to the solid E isomer. The final concentration was 15-30 mM.

(26) Barthélémy, P.; Tomao, V.; Selb, J.; Chaudier, Y.; Pucci, B. Langmuir
2002, 18, 2557.

(27) Coppola, C.; Saggiomo, V.; DiFabio, G.; DeNapoli, L.; Montesarchio,
D. J. Org. Chem. 2007, 72, 9679.

(28) AndradeDias, C.; Lima, S.; TeixeiraDias, J. J. J. Colloid Interface Sci.
2007, 316, 31.

FIGURE 1. Aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectrum of compound
1b in CDCl3.

FIGURE 2. 1H NMR spectrum of 1d in CDCl3 at different concentra-
tions as indicated in spectrum (A) (in mM). Heterocyclic hydrogen of
the E isomer (A); aromatic region (B).
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We also determined the UV-vis spectra of 1f and 1d at
different concentrations, (3.49-11.6) × 10-5 M for 1f and
(0.73-75) × 10-5 M for 1d, and we found that the shape of
the spectra do not change with the concentration and that they
follow the Lambert-Beer law; therefore, at those concentrations
they are most likely in the monomeric form.

To confirm the presence of aggregates, 2D NMR experiments
and DOSY (diffusion-ordered spectroscopy) were carried out.
In these experiments, 1H chemical shifts are correlated with the
diffusion coefficient of the different species present in solution.
The diffusional behavior is proportional to the individual
properties of the molecules such as size, shape, mass, and charge
as well as temperature and solvent. These experiments show
that when a solid E isomer is added to CDCl3, different types
of species are formed and they change with time as can be seen
in Figure S1, Supporting Information.

We carried out DOSY experiments with derivatives with R
) cyclopentylthio, methyl, and p-chlorophenylthio under two
dissolution conditions: (a) the solid compound was placed in
the NMR tube, the solvent was added, and the spectrum was
taken at different times; (b) the compound was dissolved at 15
°C, and after 30 min when we considered all the sample to be
in solution, 0.1 mL of this solution was added to 0.5 mL of
CDCl3.

29 The DOSY spectra (see Figures S2 and S3 in the
Supporting Information) show that under conditions (a) all the
derivatives except 1a form aggregates during the process of
dissolution; in addition, the Z isomer is also aggregated in the
case of the dodecylthio derivative 1d. On the other hand, the
DOSY spectra under condition (b) show a uniform distribution
of only one type of species for all the compounds.

From the DOSY experiments, we calculated the approximate
hydrodynamic radius of all the compounds related to 1a. The
values obtained are summarized in Table 1.

It is interesting to note that the ratios for 1e and 1c are
remarkably similar to the theoretical values, whereas the
calculated hydrodynamic radius of compound 1d is significantly
larger than that of 1a.

Equilibrium Constants and Molecular Interactions. Based
on the relative areas of the signal corresponding to the E and Z
isomers in the equilibrium mixture, the equilibrium constant

was calculated and the values are summarized in Table 2. It
can be seen that for all the derivatives the value is very close
to 1. The isomerization takes place also in other solvents such
as dioxane and CHCl3/CCl4 85/15 mixtures and the equilibrium
concentration is in all cases about 1.

We calculate the energy of both isomers using the density
functional theory (DFT) B3LYP with 6-31+G* basis set,
contained in the Gaussian 03 package. These values are collected
in Table 2.

It can be seen that the difference in energy of both isomers
is very small (∆E < 0.1 kcal/mol), consistent with the
equilibrium constant that approaches 1. Although the calcula-
tions have been done in the gaseous state, the fact that there
were not significant changes in the equilibrium constants
measured in different solvents (see above) may indicate that
the solvent affects both isomers in a similar way. It is interesting
to note that the methyl derivative is the one that has a higher
energy difference coincident with the higher value of the
equilibrium constant.

As mentioned above, all of the compounds crystallized
selectively as the E isomer, although in solution and in the gas
phase both isomers have about the same energy; therefore, the
selective crystallization must be attributed to specific interactions
in the crystal. In order to identify the interactions present in
the crystal, we analyzed the X-ray structure of the compounds.30

Looking at the unit cell for the derivative with R ) cyclopen-
tylthio, we can see that the distance C-H---S between the
thiocarbonyl sulfur and the vinylic hydrogen is quite short (2.9
Å) and it may indicate a hydrogen bond between these two
groups. It is known that in many systems there are hydrogen
bonds of the type C-H---X.31 The probability of the existence
of such hydrogen bonds depends mainly on three factors: (i)
the hydrogen bond donor ability of the donor, (ii) the hydrogen
bond acceptor ability of the electronegative atom, and (iii) the
stereochemistry of the crystalline structure. In the structure of

(29) Although some isomerization takes place during this time at 15 °C, the
reaction is still far from the equilibrium and the rate of conversion can be
measured.

(30) This X-ray structure is published in ref 20.
(31) (a) Vargas, R.; Garza, J.; Dixon, D.; Hay, B. P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000,

122, 4750. (b) Tailor, R.; Kennard, O. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1982, 104, 5063. (c)
Li, Z.; Ding, J.; Robertson, G.; Day, M.; Tao, Y. Tetrahedron Lett. 2005, 46,
6499.

FIGURE 3. Plot of the observed ∆δ for the heterocyclic hydrogen of
1d vs the reciprocal of the concentration.

TABLE 1. Ratio of Hydrodynamic Radii Obtained from DOSY
Experiments and Calculated Theoretically

compd DOSY theoreticala

(r1e)/(r1a) 1.096 0.998
(r1c)/(r1a) 1.122 1.116
(r1d)/(r1a) 3.437 1.118

a Calculated using B3LYP with 6-31+G* basis set.

TABLE 2. Rate and Equilibrium Constants for the E-Z
Isomerization of 1a-fa

derivative (R) (concn, mM) Keq ∆Eb (kcal/mol) kobs,c 10-3 s-1

1a (methyl) (28.0) 1.136 0.13 5.9 ( 0.3
1b (butylthio) (18.5) 1.051 ncd 0.098 ( 0.001
1c (cyclopentylthio) (2.5) 1.047 0.08 0.098 ( 0.003
1d (dodecylthio) (6.9) 1.059 ncd 0.063 ( 0.002
1e (phenylthio) (9.7) 1.041 0.07 2.03 ( 0.07
1f (p-Cl-Phenylthio) (9.7) 1.075 -0.06 3.0 ( 0.6

a Temperature: 300 K, solvent: CDCl3. b Energy difference of isomers
E-Z calculated theoretically as indicated in the Experimental Section.
c Determined by 1H NMR. d Not calculated.
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1e, the alkyl chain (cyclopentyl in this case) is oriented toward
the internal face of the unit cell; therefore, van der Walls
interactions are also possible. There exist no face-to-face π-π
stacking nor edge-to-face interactions such as aromatic C-H · · ·
π-hydrogen bonding as was observed in the crystal structure of
other systems.32

It is important to note that in the derivative 1a, where R )
methyl, we do not see the van der Waals interactions as in 1c.
The differences found in the crystals are consistent with the
different behavior of the two types of compounds in the process
of selective recrystallization and in the aggregation behavior in
CDCl3 solution as well.

Isomerization Kinetics. The UV spectra of most of the E
and Z isomers are not different enough to allow rate determi-
nation by this technique, and only in a few cases could we do
the measurement in this way. The rate constants measured for
1a (0.049 mM), 1b (0.076 mM), and 1c (0.052 mM) using the
change in UV-vis absorption with time were 3.8, 3.8, and 0.4
× 10-3 s-1. respectively. Comparing these values with those
shown in Table 2, we see that there are important differences
with the values obtained by the two techniques. Part of the
difference may be attributed to the fact that the maximum
change in the absorbance was very small (at most 0.025) and
to the possible temperature difference between the NMR probe
and the UV-vis experiments. However, these two reasons
cannot justify a factor of 40 and 4 in the case of derivatives 1b
and 1c, respectively; we believe that the differences arise from
the fact that the concentrations used were very different and
consequently the aggregation state is also different under the
experimental conditions. It is well-known that the rate of
reactions decreases when the reactants are aggregated.33 The
concentrations used for the UV-vis experiments are signifi-
cantly lower than those used for the NMR experiments (see
Table 2).

Since the isomerization of DTF might be acid catalyzed by
traces of acid present as impurity in the chloroform,34 we
performed an experiment using CDCl3 previously treated with
basic alumina and another in a solution containing acetic acid
0.0087 M. There were no significant differences in the rates
measured under these two conditions.

The rate of isomerization was determined by 1H NMR by
measuring the changes in area of the signals corresponding to
the vinylic proton of the E and Z isomers with time (Figure 4
is representative).

The change in the relative integrated value of the signals
follows a first-order behavior (Figure 4 A) from which the
observed rate constant was calculated.35 The observed rate
constant for the equilibration reaction is given by eq 3, and
considering that the equilibrium constant is ∼1, k1 ) k-1:

kobs ) k1 + k-1 ) 2k1 (3)

The values of kobs for derivatives 1a-f are collected in Table
2, where it can be seen that the isomerization rate constant of

the arylthio and methyl derivatives is 20-60 times faster than
that corresponding to the alkylthio derivatives. These differences
are probably due to the fact that compounds 1a, 1e, and 1f are
less aggregated than 1b, 1c, and 1d. In addition, the value of
the rate constant for 1a > 1e is in agreement with the calculated
bond orders in the derivatives.

For derivative 1b (R ) butylthio), the rate was determined
at several temperatures (27, 32, 37, and 42 °C), and from these
data we calculated an approximate activation energy for the
isomerization of 12.7 kcal/mol.36 This value is similar to the
observed energy in systems having push-pull groups or
captodative ethylenes that isomerize at room temperature.37

(32) (a) Tong, H.; Dong, Y.; Häussler, M.; Lam, J. W. Y.; Sung, H. Y.;
Williams, I. D.; Sun, J.; Tang, B. Z. Chem. Commun. 2006, 1133. (b) Dong,
Y. Q.; Lam, J. W. Y.; Qin, A.; Li, Z.; Sun, J.; Sung, H. H. Y.; Williams, I. D.;
Tang, B. Z. Chem. Commun. 2007, 40.

(33) Fernandez, M. A.; de Rossi, R. H. J. Org. Chem. 2003, 68, 6887.
(34) Armarego, W. L. F.; Perrin, D. D. Purification of laboratory chemicals,

4th ed.; Butterworth-Heinemann: Oxford, 1996; p 143.
(35) In order to have good pseudo-first-order plots, the solutions must be

prepared as indicated in the Experimental Section. When we attempted to measure
the rate from a solution prepared by adding the solvent on the crystals of the
compounds, the first-order behavior was followed only in the last portion of the
curve.

FIGURE 4. Change in relative intensities of the vinylic protons of the
E and Z isomer for 1b at 300 K. The line in A was calculated with y
) yo + a(1 - e- bt) using yo ) 5.87 × 10-3, a ) 8.06 × 10-2, and b
) 1.2 × 10-4.
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From the data at different temperatures we calculate the
equilibrium value which is ∼1 at all temperatures indicating a
∆H° close to zero consistent with the theoretical calculated
values (Table 2).

Conclusions

We have determined that the DFT 1b-f have a tendency to
form aggregates in an organic solvent such as chloroform and
that the interactions are stronger for the E isomer than for the
Z isomer; this allows the selective crystallization of the E isomer.
The compounds isomerize at room temperature in a reversible
way. The phenomenon might be of interest for the use of this
type of compounds as molecular switches. The fact that the
dithiafulvenes are highly polarized and are rich in sulfur might
be useful to coordinate Au or Ag nanoparticles and for future
uses. Molecules that can be bonded to metal nanopaticles are
very important in the field of molecular motors.38

Experimental Section

The synthesis of compounds 1 was carried out as reported
previously,20 and the pure E isomer was obtained as indicated
below.

Compounds 1b-d were dissolved in hexane/dichloromethane
mixtures (70:30) and placed in a small vial closed with a septum
that has a small capillary tube to allow the slow evaporation of the
solvent at room temperature. In order to selectively crystallize
compounds 1a, 1e, and 1f dissolved in the same solvent, the solution
was placed in a refrigerator at -20 °C where the solvent evaporate
more slowly, besides the capillary tube used was of smaller
diameter. Compound 1d is obtained as a powder and all the others
as crystals.

All NMR spectra were recorded in a 400 MHz instrument
equipped with a variable temperature unit. A 5 mm probehead with
Z-axis gradient coil was used. CDCl3 and CHCl3 were commercial
samples stabilized with laminated Ag. TMS was employed as
internal standard, and Topspin 2.0 software was used to process
the spectra.

The DOSY experiments were carried out at 300 K with
maximum gradient strength 0.055 T/mA. Bipolar spoil gradients
were used with total duration of 2-5 ms. Gradient recovery delays
were 0.1-1 ms and diffusion times were within 20 and 60 ms.
The gradient field was linearly increased in 32 steps resulting in
an attenuation of 1H NMR of 95%.

Kinetic Procedures. The pure E isomer of compounds 1 was
dissolved in CDCl3 at 15 °C and after 30 min 0.1 mL of this solution
was added to 0.5 mL of CDCl3 contained in the NMR tube that
was at the temperature of the experiment in a constant temperature
bath. The tube was then placed in the NMR probe controlling the
temperature with the variable temperature unit (VTU) of the
instrument. The ratio of the areas of the vinylic proton of the Z
isomer and the residual signal of the CHCl3 at different times was
processed with the multi_integ3 software incorporated in the
Topspin 2.0 of Bruker Biospin. The measuring frequency was
400.16 MHz (1H).

Computational Methods. They were done using the software
contained in the Gaussian 03 package.39 The geometry optimization
was done using the functional density method (DFT) with a
functional hybrid B3LYP and 6-31+G* basis set.
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